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Two girls from each Pack have been selected to represent themselves and their pack’s morals, to determine who isTwo girls from each Pack have been selected to represent themselves and their pack’s morals, to determine who is

best suited for Alpha Malik.best suited for Alpha Malik.

After being kidnapped and abused by an unruly rogue organization, Aria is forced to enter a competition where the

prize is a man who has given up all hopes of finding his mate.

Malik is known as the Alpha of Love, and now Aria must compete against girls from every Pack, for his attention. To

save her own life, and his too, she must complete a mission that will force her into the Alpha's arms. However, a twist

in the game will change everything.

Fast moving mystery and intense romance make this a must read. Alpha Malik is not your average Werewolf love-Fast moving mystery and intense romance make this a must read. Alpha Malik is not your average Werewolf love-
fest. Crane has created an unique universe for this plot to thicken and will leave you wanting more. What does fatefest. Crane has created an unique universe for this plot to thicken and will leave you wanting more. What does fate
have in store for the Alpha next?have in store for the Alpha next? - Sarah H.

I was drawn to this story which intrigued me from the very start.I enjoyed this story! The mystery in the story madeI was drawn to this story which intrigued me from the very start.I enjoyed this story! The mystery in the story made
me want to read more and I loved how creative it was. The plot is well written and very detailed. A great read which Ime want to read more and I loved how creative it was. The plot is well written and very detailed. A great read which I
enjoyed reading. I loved the characters and wanted to find out more about Fate, Flynn and the other characters.enjoyed reading. I loved the characters and wanted to find out more about Fate, Flynn and the other characters.
Recommend this story.Recommend this story. - Sabitha K.
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